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As a simple model of DNA condensation， asemiflexible homopolymer in a poor solvent con-
dition has been investigated. Simulations using Monte Carlo， Langevin approa池田orGaussian 
variational method， calculated phase diagram for the semiflexible chain in a poor solvent. ln an-
alytical works， existing phenomenological models bal担 cethe bending and surface仕eeenergies 
to estimate toroida1 properties，制suminga priori toroidal geometry部 theground state with no 
analytical proof. Rβcently， we have shown analytically that the toroid is the ground state for 
a certain DNA condensation [1]. Compared to the thωηof coil-globule transition of flexible 
chains， there was no simple microscopic theory， which demonstrates the whip-toroid transition 
ofthe semi担保iblepolymer. Reviewing our previous works with the nonlinear sigma model on a 
line segmentヲweshow such a transition， the quantitative agreement with experiments， and the 
sca1ing properties of the toroid radii for di:ferent attractive potentials. The ana1ysed potentia1s 
vary from van der Waals intera瓜ionto the Coulomb one， iι， inc1uding the Yukawa interactions， 
w hich would allow us to find a瓜ua1attractive interactions between DNA segments [2]. 
ln the continuum limit， the Green function of a semiflexible polymer chain with attrac-
tive interactions can be given by the path integral with an inextensibility constr回ntlit2 = 1: 
G(O，R;仏局;L，W)= N-協議52fDlF(伸一叩，W] s is the proper time a10ng the 
chain of length L. r(s) is the three d伽i凶me側m凶ion叫叫叫p阿Oω伺S討副i





b恥e刊吋w附r出帥i抗耐t“tenbyパ川r川叫千冗叫l[r，u， W] = JOLれdゐs[阿H町肋附(いω8吋)+乃恥VAT(吋仰州州(いωS吟訓)]wi仙t仕出】hth恥1児eb加e白印叫n
attraction 1-呪ηC包4.T(S)= 一Wj♂~dゐs句引(f"1汽(s吋)一f"(いs').l isthe persistence length and W is a positive 
coupling constant of attraction between polymer segments. The thermodynamic βis implicit. 
OurHa凶 ltonianwith lu(s)12 = 1 can be interpreted錨 thelow energy thωry of the 0(3) 
nonlinear sigma model on a line segment with the attractive potential. By minimizing the 
Hamiltonian， we obtain two types of classical solutions such as u( s) = const. (rod solution) or e =
2Mh=ω+ b (toroid solution) with constant α，b. Introducing the conformation p.町ameter
C三喜(会)2， we obtain the energy level:ぬいよL，W)=WLlz;+会[x]([x]+ 1)一[x]where 
Z 三 23，lz]三 N 泊thewinding number of the chain. Note th抗 thechain wiもhzero winding 
number is termed “whip state，" whereas the chain with non-zero winding number is called 
“toroid state". By plotting the energy for different values of c， we find that at the critical value 
O山fc=→i， t伽加 whipp凶hω蹴etωow吋叫hip-t伽O位roωidc砂か伺e倒x
when the e伺ne町rgy0ぱfthe N = 1 stable tωoroi凶dstate balances with the x = 0 whip state， the whip-
dominant to toroid-dominant phase transition may occur. Due to the energy barrier between 
these (meta-)stable states， the conformational transition is first order. Using classical solutions， 
we also construct the low-energy effective Green function， ina perturbative way， which describes 
possible conformations such as tadpole or multi-tori. 
Next， we consider the finite size effect and predict toroidal properties， which are successfully 
compared to experimental results ofDNA condensation. We then show how different microscopic 
intera瓜ionsbeもweenchain segments can affecもthephysical properties of the toroid such部 mean
toroidal and cross sectional radii. For different interaction po七entials，we derive the modified 
toroidal energy functions. Analyzing them we obtain analytic expressions for the toroidal mean 
and cross section radii of the dominant toroid states. We find that， depending on the form of 
interactions， they show qualitatively different scaling behaviours. For instance， the mean radius 
of the toroid groWld state scales部 Tc'" Lv(Nc) where v (Nc) isthe exponent as a function of 
the dominant toroid winding number Nc・Inthe 部 ymptoticlimit (Nc→∞)， such exponents of 
theme組 toroidalradii are山 go血edinto three distinct speci舵 ν=i forvan der Waals ty 
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